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ABSTRACT We present a theory of inhomogeneities in the plasma membrane, or rafts, that can exist in both leaves of the

plasma membrane. We note that although neither of the major phospholipid components of the outer leaf, sphingomyelin

(SM) nor phosphatidylcholine (PC), evinces a tendency to form phases characterized by nonzero curvature, one of the major

components of the inner leaf, phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), displays a strong tendency to do so whereas the other, phospha-

tidylserine (PS), does not. Therefore, we posit that the concentration difference of PS and PE couples to height fluctuations of

the plasma membrane bilayer. This brings about a microemulsion in the inner leaf. Coupling of the concentration difference

between PS and PE in the inner leaf and SM and PC in the outer leaf propagates the microemulsion to that leaf as well. The

characteristic size of the inhomogeneities is equal to the square-root of the ratio of the bending modulus of the bilayer to its

surface tension, a size which is ~100 nm for the plasma membrane. If the coupling between leaves were to be provided by

the interchange of cholesterol, then our model raft would consist of SM and cholesterol in the outer leaf and PS and cholesterol

in the inner leaf floating in a sea of PC and PE in both leaves.

INTRODUCTION

The raft hypothesis, that the plasma membrane is heteroge-

neous, with regions preferentially linked to or occupied by

proteins, has received enormous attention (1,2). These re-

gions are believed to be dynamic and small; estimates range

from as little as 10 to perhaps a few hundred nanometers

(3,4). The hypothesis has been supported by a great deal

of indirect, experimental evidence that has recently been

the subject of an excellent review (5). Despite the evidence,

the hypothesis remains controversial (6,7). One reason for

this is, presumably, that the experimental evidence is indi-

rect. Another is that the physical basis for such heterogene-

ities in the plasma membrane is unclear.

The most common rationale is that rafts are a conse-

quence of macroscopic phase separation of plasma mem-

brane lipids into two liquid phases (8). One phase is

composed primarily of saturated lipid such as sphingomye-

lin (SM) and cholesterol, and is denoted liquid-ordered. The

other is composed primarily of unsaturated lipid such as

phosphatidylcholine (PC), and is denoted liquid-disordered

(9). Such a hypothesis is consistent with the observation that

symmetric bilayers composed of ternary mixtures of satu-

rated and unsaturated lipids and cholesterol undergo

liquid-liquid phase separation (10–13). Were such macro-

scopic phase separation to occur at biological temperatures

in the plasma membrane, rafts could be identified with re-

gions of one phase floating in a sea of the other. However,

macroscopic phase separation is not observed in the plasma

membrane. This failure has been ascribed to effects of the

cytoskeleton (14), or to active processes (15). It could also

be the case that the temperature of transition to two-phase

coexistence is lower than biologically relevant ones. Thus,

it has also been hypothesized that rafts are the dynamic

fluctuations associated with the critical point of that

transition (16).

As emphasized by Devaux and Morris (17), any such

interpretation faces a major difficulty in the fact that the

compositions of the two leaflets of the plasma membrane

are very different. Almost all of the SM is found in the outer

leaflet where it constitutes ~0.42 mol fraction of all phos-

pholipids in that leaf. In the inner leaf, however, the SM

mol fraction of phospholipids is only ~0.04, so that this

leaf is almost entirely composed of unsaturated lipid (18).

For this reason, it is not surprising that a symmetric bilayer

whose composition mimics that of the inner leaf of the

plasma membrane does not exhibit any tendency to undergo

phase separation (19). Although coupling of the SM-rich

outer leaf to the SM-poor inner leaf can result in a transition

to coexisting phases in the bilayer (20,21), not only is the

transition temperature lower than that in a symmetric,

SM-rich bilayer, but the inner SM-poor leaf bilayer can

express only little contrast between coexisting phases and

little preferential partitioning of proteins. The same would

be true of the inhomogeneities associated with critical

composition fluctuations. Hence, as a conveyor of informa-

tion from one side of the plasma membrane to the other (the

function for which rafts were initially hypothesized), this

sort of raft would not serve.

A second rationale was motivated by the experimental

indications that rafts are small and dynamic. It posits that

the two-dimensional system of lipids in the plasma mem-

brane bears a resemblance to the well-studied bulk three-

dimensional system of oil, water, and amphiphile, which

can produce a microemulsion—a liquid phase characterized

by small, dynamic, oil-rich and water-rich regions (22). The
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microemulsion is brought about by the addition of the

amphiphile to the oil and water that effectively reduces to

zero the interfacial tension between them. This results

in an amount of interface between these regions that is

proportional to the concentration of amphiphile, and there-

fore scales like the volume of the system rather than as its

area, as in ordinary, macroscopic phase separation. One

immediate problem with the idea that the plasma membrane

is a microemulsion is that there is no obvious amphiphile.

Therefore, it has been suggested that the common unsatu-

rated biological lipids, which have one saturated and one

unsaturated tail, could serve both as a component of a

liquid-disordered phase and as an amphiphile, reducing

the line tension between liquid-disordered and liquid-

ordered phases (23–25). However a second problem is,

once again, the lack of contrast between such phases in

the inner leaf.

Recently, one of us (26) noted that the lack of an

obvious amphiphile was not necessarily a difficulty to

bringing about a microemulsion, because any process

that tends to reduce the interfacial tension between regions

of different composition could serve as well. There are

many such processes, as discussed by Seul and Andelman

(27). It was suggested that the process relevant to the

plasma membrane was the coupling of fluctuations of

curvature of the bilayer to fluctuations of its composition

(28–30). A variant of this idea, that the coupling of compo-

sition fluctuations is to monolayer curvature, has recently

been explored (31). Both mechanisms were, however,

applied to symmetric bilayers and so, for the reasons given

above, could not, in this form, be applied to the very asym-

metric plasma membrane.

It is the purpose of this article to present a microemul-

sion-based theory of rafts—rafts that can be produced in

an asymmetric lipid bilayer, and can exist in both of its

leaves. We begin by recalling that the major phospholipids

of the outer leaflet are SM and PC. The mol fractions of

these two lipids are ~0.42 and 0.40 (18). The spontaneous

curvature of these two lipids are similar, with that of SM

being smaller than that of PC (32). Thus, it is not to be

expected that fluctuation in their relative composition will

couple strongly to fluctuations in bilayer curvature. On

the other hand, the major components of the inner leaflet

are phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and phosphatidylserine

(PS) with mol fractions of 0.44 and 0.30, respectively (18).

The tendencies of these two lipids to display curvature

differ significantly. This difference is manifest in their

abilities to form inverted hexagonal phases, which PE

does readily (33) in contrast to PS at physiological pH

(34). Specific values of a lipid’s spontaneous curvature

depend, of course, on the length of the hydrocarbon tails,

the number of double bonds, and the nature of the linkage

of the tails to the backbone, acyl ester or alkyl ether (35).

However, a specific example will suffice to indicate the

general difference; the spontaneous curvature of DOPS

is þ6.9 " 10#2 (nm)#1, whereas that of DOPE is

#33.3 " 10#2 (nm)#1 (36), some five times larger and of

the opposite sign. Because of this large difference in the

tendency to form structures with nonzero curvature, we

posit that fluctuations in bilayer curvature couple to the

relative concentrations of these major components of the

inner leaf. We show that this can bring about a microemul-

sion in it consisting of charged PS-rich regions and of

neutral PE-rich regions. The characteristic size of these

regions is l z (k/g)1/2, where k is the bending modulus

of the bilayer and g its surface tension. We then consider

the effect of a coupling between these composition fluctu-

ations and those between SM and PC in the single phase

outer leaf. We know, of course, that these lipids do have

a tendency to phase-separate, although we assume that

they are not macroscopically phase-separated at biological

temperatures. We show that the coupling between the

leaves can bring about a microemulsion in the outer leaf

as well, so that the microemulsion exists in both leaves.

We conclude with a brief discussion of the coupling

between leaves. Were it due to the exchange of cholesterol,

then a reasonable picture of the resulting raft would be that

of regions rich in SM and cholesterol in the outer leaf and

of negatively-charged PS and cholesterol in the inner leaf

floating in a sea of PC and PE in both leaves (Fig. 1).

Because of the relatively large fraction of the raft compo-

nents in their respective leaves, such a raft could have suf-

ficient contrast in composition to function.

METHODS

To reiterate, our basic idea is that the coupling of fluctuations in the

bilayer height couples to differences in the mol fractions of PS and PE

in the inner leaf; that this coupling can produce a microemulsion in the

inner leaf; and that coupling of the inner and outer leaves can propagate

the microemulsion to the outer leaf as well, where it will be manifest in

local differences of the composition of SM and PC. We let the local dif-

ference in mol fraction of PS and PE be denoted f(r), and that of SM

and PC be denoted j(r). We do not consider the role of cholesterol explic-

itly except as a possible agent that couples the two leaves, as will be

discussed briefly later.

If there are N lipids in the inner leaf and N in the outer leaf, and the area

of each leaf is A, then the local, planar, free energy functional per unit area

of the bilayer can be written in the usual form (30)

FIGURE 1 Regions rich in SM and cholesterol in the outer leaf and of

negatively-charged PS and cholesterol in the inner leaf floating in a sea

of PC and PE in both leaves.
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fplane½fðrÞ;jðrÞ' ¼ #Jfnf
2 þ

kBT

2
n½ð1þ fÞlnð1þ fÞ

þ ð1# fÞlnð1# fÞ';

#Jjnj
2 þ

kBT

2
n½ð1þ jÞlnð1þ jÞ

þ ð1# jÞlnð1# jÞ';

#Lfj;

(1)

where Jf < Jj are interaction energies, L is the strength of coupling

between the leaves, nh N/A is the areal density of lipids, kB is Boltzmann’s

constant, and T the temperature. The total free energy of the planar bilayer

is then

Fplane½f;j' ¼

Z

d2r

"

bf

2
ðVfÞ

2
þ
bj

2
ðVjÞ

2
þ fplane

#

; (2)

where bf is related to the line tension between regions rich in PS and

those rich in PE, and bj is similarly related to the line tension between

regions rich in SM and those rich in PC. In this article, we will assume

bf ¼ bj.

The curvature free energy of the bilayer is taken to be (37)

Fcurv½h' ¼

Z

d2r

"

k

2

$

V
2h
%2

þ
g

2
ðVhÞ

2

#

; (3)

where h(r) is the height of the bilayer from some reference plane and k and

g are the bilayer bending modulus and surface tension, respectively. The

latter is the tension related to the membrane’s response to normal, i.e.,

perpendicular to the membrane, strain (38,39). It is often referred to as

the frame tension. For our purposes, we note that it is the quantity that

can be obtained from tether-pulling experiments.

Lastly, we assume that the curvature of the bilayer couples to the differ-

ence in mol fractions of PS and PE in the inner leaflet:

Fcoupl½f; h' ¼ #G

Z

d2r
$

V
2h
%

f: (4)

The total free energy, ~Ftot½f;j; h' is then ~Ftot ¼ Fplane þ Fcurv þ Fcoupl.

The dependence of the free energy on height h can be eliminated, as ~Ftot

depends only quadratically on h. To do so, we write ~Ftot in the space of

Fourier transforms

~Ftot ¼
R

d2rfplane þ
A2

ð2pÞ
2

R

d2k

"

bj

2
k2jðkÞjð#kÞ

þ
bf

2
k2fðkÞfð#kÞ þ

1

2

'

kk4 þ gk2
(

hðkÞhð#kÞ

þ Gk2hðkÞfð#kÞ

#

;

fðkÞ ¼
1

A

R $

fðrÞ # f
%

e#ikrd2r

(5)

and similarly for j(k), with f and j the average values of f(r) and j(r),

fh
1

A

R

d2rfðrÞ;

jh
1

A

R

d2rjðrÞ:

Minimizing ~Ftot with respect to h(#k), one obtains

hðkÞ ¼ #
GfðkÞ

kk2 þ g
:

Substitution into Eq. 5 yields

Ftot½f;j' ¼

Z

d2rfplane þ
A2

ð2pÞ
2

Z

d2k

"

bj

2
k2jðkÞjð#kÞ

þ
bf

2

(

1#

$

G
2=bfg

%

1þ kk2=gÞ

)

k2fðkÞfð#kÞ

#

:

(6)

We are most interested in the disordered, fluid phase, for which the

ensemble average values of all quantities are constant, independent of

position. To examine the fluctuations in that phase, we expand f(r),

j(r) about their average values f and j, and then expand the free energy,

Ftot[f,j], about that of the uniform fluid phase to second order in these

deviations. The result is (40)

Ftot½f;j' ¼ Ftot

$

f;j
%

þ
A2

ð2pÞ
2

Z

d2k

"

"(

af þ
bf

2

"

1#

$

G
2=bfg

%

ð1þ kk2=gÞ

#

k2

)

fðkÞfð#kÞ

þ

-

aj þ
bj

2
k2
.

jðkÞjð#kÞ #LfðkÞjð#kÞ

#

;

(7)

where

af ¼
n

2

"

kBT

1# f
2
# 2Jf

#

;

aj ¼
n

2

"

kBT

1# j
2
# 2Jj

#

:

The quantity aj, with the dimension of energy per unit area, measures how

far the temperature T is from the critical temperature, 2Jj/kB, of a symmet-

ric, uncoupled (i.e.,L¼ 0), bilayer with equal average compositions of SM

and PC ðj ¼ 0Þ. A similar statement applies to af.

The nature of the fluid phase is manifest in the structure functions Sff h

hf(k)f(#k)i, Sjj h hj(k) j (#k)i, and S h hf(k)j)(#k)þj(k)f(#k)i/2,

which are all measurable, in principle, by means of scattering. The brackets

denote an ensemble average. The structure functions are most easily calcu-

lated in the representation in which the quadratic form of Eq. 7 is diagonal.

The results are (24,41)

Sff ¼
2gj

4gfgj #L
2
; (8)

Sjj ¼
2gf

4gfgj #L
2
; (9)

Sfj ¼
L

4gfgj #L
2
; (10)
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where

gfðkÞ ¼ L

(

ðbf=2LÞðk=gÞk4 # ðbf=2LÞ
'$

G
2=bfg

%

# 1
(

k2

1þ kk2=g

þ
af

L

)

:

(11)

gjðkÞ ¼ L

/

bj

2L
k2 þ

aj

L

0

: (12)

RESULTS

The phase diagram of our model, as obtained below, de-

pends directly on three intensive parameters: the tempera-

ture, T; the strength, G, of the coupling between curvature

fluctuations and the composition of the inner leaf; and L,

the strength of the coupling between compositions of the

inner and outer leaves. This latter coupling has been esti-

mated by May (42), utilizing theoretical arguments of

Collins (43), to be such that 0.1<L/nkBT< 1.0. We choose

the lower limit and can display the diagram in the plane of

temperature, T, and dimensionless coupling, G/(bfg)
1/2. For

convenience, we will discuss the system in which the

average values of the composition differences, f and j,

are zero. Because the relative amounts of SM and PC in

the outer leaf of the plasma membrane are comparable, as

are the relative amounts of PS and PE in the inner leaf,

this is a particularly interesting situation to examine. The

phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2 a.

There are four distinct phases: Fluid, liquid-ordered,

liquid-disordered, and modulated.

For any coupling and at sufficiently high temperature,

there is first a fluid phase. It is characterized by the vanish-

ing of the ensemble average of all Fourier components of the

order parameters. As the temperature is lowered, for small

values of the coupling G, a critical point is encountered

below which the system separates into two uniform fluid

phases, denoted 2 in Fig. 2 a, whose compositions differ

from the averages taken over the entire bilayer; that is, in

one phase, hf(k ¼ 0)i and hj(k ¼ 0)i are >0, whereas in

the other hf(k ¼ 0)i and hj(k ¼ 0)i are <0. The former

would be identified with the liquid-ordered phase, and the

latter with the liquid-disordered one. The critical point tem-

perature can be obtained from the fact that the three struc-

ture functions, evaluated at k ¼ 0, diverge at the critical

point. Therefore it is located by setting 4gf(0)gj(0) –

L
2 ¼ 4afaj – L

2 to zero. This yields

kBTcðJf; Jj;LÞ ¼ Jf þ Jj þ

"

ðJf # JjÞ
2 þ

-

L

n

.2
#1=2

:

(13)

We have chosen the interaction strength Jj such that a sym-

metric bilayer with leaves of a composition mimicking that

of the outer leaf of the plasma membrane would have a

transition temperature Tc(Jj, Jj, L) ¼ 300 K. In light of

numerous experiments on such symmetric bilayers (13),

this is reasonable. For a symmetric bilayer with composition

mimicking that of the inner leaf, we have chosen the inter-

action Jf such that this bilayer would have a transition tem-

perature of Tc(Jf, Jf, L) ¼ 200 K. This is in accord with the

FIGURE 2 Phase diagrams of the system for three different couplings

between the leaves. Each diagram exhibits four phases: For any coupling

G, there is at sufficiently high temperatures a fluid phase; at lower temper-

atures and small G, the system separates into two fluid phases, liquid-

ordered and liquid-disordered (this region is denoted 2 in the diagram);

and at sufficiently large G, a modulated phase occurs. In the fluid phase:

(leftmost dashed line) Lifshitz line of Sff; (rightmost dashed line)

Lifshitz line of Sjj. (a) L/nkBT ¼ 0.1, (b) L/nkBT ¼ 0.5, and (c) L/nkBT ¼

0.05. The figures are plotted using Tc(Jj, Jj, L) ¼ 300 K, Tc(Jf, Jf, L) ¼
200 K, bf¼ bj¼ 5 kBT, n

#1¼ 0.5 nm2, f ¼ j ¼ 0, and (k/g)1/2z 100 nm.
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observed lack of phase separation in such a bilayer (44), and

yields a critical point temperature for the asymmetric

bilayer of 288 K that is not unreasonable.

In addition to the fluid, liquid-ordered, and liquid-disor-

dered phases, there is at any temperature, for sufficiently

large coupling G, a modulated, or stripe, phase which is

characterized by nonzero values of the Fourier components

hf(k)i and hj(k)i for k equal to integer multiples of a funda-

mental wavevector characterizing the pattern of stripes. (We

note that thermal fluctuations significantly alter the proper-

ties of this phase, but it remains a thermodynamically

distinct one (45). This is not of interest to us here.) In the

approximation in which we have solved our model, the tran-

sition from the fluid phase to the modulated phase is also

continuous. Hence, the structure functions also diverge at

this transition; however, they do not diverge at k ¼ 0 but

at a nonzero value, k*. To determine k* and Tc
stripe(G), the

line of transitions, we define the denominator of the struc-

ture functions, D(k) h 4gf(k)gj(k) # L
2, and denote by

k* that value at which D(k) is minimum

vDðkÞ

vk

1

1

1

1

k+

¼ 0;

v2DðkÞ

vk2

1

1

1

1

k+

> 0

(14)

and equal to zero, D(k*) ¼ 0. These two conditions deter-

mine Tc
stripe(G), and the value of k*.

The two lines of continuous transitions, one from the fluid

phase to two-phase coexistence, the other from the fluid

phase to the modulated phase, meet at a point, which is

denoted the Lifshitz point (46). As it is approached along

the second of these two lines, k*/ 0, the wavelength of

the stripe phase becomes infinitely large. Lastly, the liquid-

ordered, liquid-disordered, and modulated phases coexist

along a line of triple points shown schematically in the figure.

The fluid phase is of most interest to us. In the region of

phase space in which the coupling G is not large, the fluid is

an ordinary one, and by that we mean that the correlation

function of the order parameters, hf(0)f(r)i and hj(0)
j(r)i, decay exponentially on the scale of the correlation

length x. The structure functions hf(k)f(#k)i and hj(k)
j(#k)i, which are the Fourier transforms of the correlation

functions and which, in principle, can be measured in scat-

tering experiments, have a maximum in the limit of vanish-

ing wavevector, k / 0. This fluid is well characterized by

the single length, x.

This simple description is not correct for larger couplings

G. In a region of the T, G phase space near that of the modu-

lated phase, the fluid phase can be viewed as a melted modu-

lated phase. The modulated phase is characterized by

translational order of some wavelength. The fluid, to which

it melts, has no translational order so that all correlations

decay exponentially with a correlation length x. However,

the forces which brought about a variation in composition

in the modulated phase are still manifest in the fluid whose

correlations oscillate in spacewith awavelength l butwith an

amplitude that decays exponentially; they are well approxi-

mated by the correlation function g ¼ (r)#1/2exp(#r/

x)cos(2pr/l). Thus, the fluid is a structured one that is char-

acterized by two lengths, l and x, in contrast to a usual fluid

phase characterized only by the correlation length. It is just

this dependence on two lengths that identifies this fluid

with structure as a microemulsion. Given the particular

mechanism that produces this microemulsion, the coupling

of bilayer height fluctuations to concentration differences,

the characteristic length of l and x is set by
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k=g
p

.

The boundary between the ordinary fluid and the micro-

emulsion is an arbitrary one because the free energy passes

smoothly between the two. A useful distinction is provided

by the peak in the structure functions of Eqs. 8–10. As noted

above, in an ordinary fluid, these functions are maximum at

a vanishing value of k. In the microemulsion, however, the

peak in these functions occur at a nonzero value of wavevec-

tor, kmax, which indicates structure in the fluid of character-

istic size l ¼ 2p/kmax. The line TLif(G), at which the peak

moves off of a zero wavevector, is denoted the Lifshitz

line (22), and serves as a useful boundary between usual

fluid and microemulsion.

Each of the three different structure functions, Sff, Sfj,

and Sjj, has its own Lifshitz line. Because it is the compo-

sition difference of the inner leaflet that couples most

strongly to the height fluctuations, the function Sff is ex-

pected to display the behavior of a microemulsion most

readily. In the phase diagram of Fig. 2 a, the leftmost dashed

line is the Lifshitz line of Sff. The location of the peak in the

structure function Sjj indicates whether the structure pro-

duced in the inner leaf is conveyed sufficiently strongly to

the outer one that composition fluctuations there signal the

presence of a microemulsion in that leaf as well. This

need not be so. Because there is no thermodynamic singular-

ity in the free energy to signal the distinction between

normal fluid and microemulsion, it is possible for the outer

leaf to behave as an ordinary fluid even though the inner leaf

is a microemulsion. Such a system would not serve as an

effective raft, however. In the phase diagram of Fig. 2 a,

the rightmost dashed line is the Lifshitz line of Sjj. To

the right of this line, both leaves of the bilayer are microe-

mulsion and the bilayer would display raft behavior. For

the coupled system with L/(nkBT) ¼ 0.1, the structure func-

tion Sff and Sjj are shown in Fig. 3 at a value of

G/(bfg)
1/2 ¼ 32, a value obtained from an estimate given

below, and which is deep within the microemulsion. Both

functions display a maximum at a nonzero wavevector,

kmax, indicative of a microemulsion in both leaves.

We note that the magnitude of the peak in the structure

function describing the outer leaflet Sjj, is much larger

than that of the peak in the structure function describing

the inner leaflet, Sff—indicating a much larger fluctuation

Biophysical Journal 105(6) 1406–1413
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response there despite the fact that the fluctuations in the

height of the membrane couple directly to the order param-

eter of the inner leaf. The larger response in the outer leaf is

simply due to the fact that the components in the outer leaf

have a greater tendency to undergo phase separation than do

the components of the inner leaf. Hence their susceptibility

to thermal fluctuations is greater.

The probability that a bilayer is in a fluid microemulsion

phase depends on the temperature and the couplings G

and L. We discuss the coupling G first. An estimate

(29,40) of the coupling between the bilayer curvature and

the concentration difference of PS and PE is given by

G ¼ k(cPS – cPE)a, where cPS 6.9 " 10(nm)#1 and cPE
# 33.3 " 10(nm)#1 are the spontaneous curvatures of

DOPS and DOPE, respectively (36), and a ¼ 0.18 is the

average mol fraction of PS and PE in the bilayer. Using

the measured value (47) of the bending modulus of a bilayer

with cytoskeleton, k ¼ 270 pN/nm, one finds that the

coupling G ¼ 108 pN. To evaluate the dimensionless

coupling, G/(bfg)
1/2, we use a typical value (48) bf ¼

5kBT ¼ 20 pN/nm and the measured surface tension of a

bilayer with cytoskeleton (47) g ¼ 0.02 pN/nm. We find,

therefore, that the dimensionless coupling is G/(bfg)
1/2 ¼

32. From Fig. 2 we see that this indicates that, if the

bilayer is in a fluid phase, that fluid is most probably a

microemulsion. At a temperature of T ¼ 310 and a coupling

G/(bfg)
1/2 ¼ 32, the wavevector kmax near which all the

structure functions would peak is kmax ¼ 3
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g=k
p

, which

would lead to a raft size l ¼ 2p/kmax ¼ 243 nm.

We turn now to the dimensionless coupling between

leaves L/nkBT. There are no experimental values of it,

simply remarks about it. These include the observation

that the coupling seems to transmit order from one leaf to

the other, but does not affect the diffusion in them (20),

and just the opposite observation (49). Further, the coupling

is strong enough to align liquid-ordered domains across

the two leaves of a symmetric bilayer (10,21). As noted

earlier, May (42) estimated that L/nkBT should be between

0.1 and 1.0, and it is for this reason that we have chosen the

value L/nkBT ¼ 0.1 in Fig. 2 a. If we take the larger value

L/nkBT ¼ 0.5, then we obtain the phase diagram shown in

Fig. 2 b. Note that for larger coupling between leaves, L,

a smaller coupling to height fluctuations, G, is required to

observe a microemulsion in both leaves. On the other

hand, if we take the smaller value of L/nkBT ¼ 0.05,

on the order obtained from a calculation of one particular

form of coupling (50), we find the phase diagram of

Fig. 2 c, which shows a larger phase space in which the inner

leaf is a microemulsion whereas the outer leaf is not—a

circumstance that would not lead to a functioning raft.

Note that for this small value of L, a larger coupling G

would be required to observe a microemulsion in both

leaves.

DISCUSSION

We have presented a theory that leads to composition inho-

mogeneities in both leaves of a lipid bilayer. What distin-

guishes it from almost all other theories of rafts in the

plasma membrane is that the driving force is related to

properties of the inner leaflet, in particular the difference

in spontaneous curvatures of its major components, rather

than to the tendency of the components in the outer leaflet

to separate. The inhomogeneities are a characteristic of a

microemulsion, a structured liquid, well studied in bulk

amphiphilic systems, but rarely encountered in two-dimen-

sional ones (51). Whereas other proposed mechanisms rely

on some sort of amphiphile to bring about a microemulsion

(23,24,52), ours utilizes the coupling of height fluctuations

of the bilayer to the concentration fluctuations of the inner

leaf. In contrast to theories that are based primarily upon

the tendency of saturated and unsaturated lipids to undergo

phase separation and which must therefore deal with the

relative paucity of saturated lipids in the inner leaflet, our

theory is based upon the architectural difference between

two major components of the inner leaf, PS and PE. We

have shown that formation of a microemulsion in the inner

leaf can propagate to the outer leaf where it would be

manifest in differences in concentration of SM and PC,

the major components of that leaf. Of course such propaga-

tion of an effect from the inner to outer leaf depends

upon the coupling, L, between leaves. We have seen that

FIGURE 3 The structure functions Sjj and Sff in the microemulsion

region T ¼ 310, L ¼ 0.1 nkBT, and G/(bfg)
1/2 ¼ 32. All other parameters

are the same as in Fig. 2.
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a coupling of the order of magnitude expected theoretically

is sufficient to produce a microemulsion in both leaves pro-

vided that the coupling G between the membrane height

fluctuations and composition differences is strong enough.

The value of this coupling is unknown, but again, theoretical

estimates (26) indicate that it is of the necessary order of

magnitude.

We note that the nature of the coupling between the leaves

of the plasma membrane is unclear, although several

mechanisms have been proposed (42,43). One particularly

attractive mechanism is due to the fact that cholesterol can

flip-flop rapidly between the two leaves, much more rapidly

than the other lipids. Presumably it does so between the

regions of greatest disorder (53), that of PC in the outer

leaf and PE in the inner. Further cholesterol is known to pre-

fer SM to PC and PS to PE (54), and would therefore tend to

increase the order of the chains of SM and PS, leading to

increased interdigitation between them and aligning them.

May (42) has used a simple model to conclude that choles-

terol flip-flop could not provide a coupling of the expected

size. We use an equally simple model (see the Appendix)

to argue that it can. If we are correct, then our model of a

raft would be that of a region rich in SM and cholesterol

in the outer leaf and PS and cholesterol in the inner leaf

floating in a sea rich in PC and PE in both the outer and inner

leaves. Again because of the relative abundance of SM and

of PC in the outer leaf and of PS and PE in the inner, such a

raft would be a functional one.

APPENDIX

From Niu and Litman (54), we know that if we set the energy of cholesterol

in a PC environment to be zero, then the energy of cholesterol in a SM envi-

ronment is ESM/kBT ¼ #2, in a PS environment EPS/kBT ¼ #0.68, and in a

PE environment EPE ¼ þ1.2. To estimate the coupling due to cholesterol,

we consider the following two cases:

In the first, we assume the regions to be misaligned as far as the

cholesterol is concerned; a region of SM is opposite PE, which is isolated

from a region of PC opposite PS. We assume that the cholesterol is evenly

divided between these two regions, which contain equal numbers of phos-

pholipids. The product fj ¼ #1 in these regions. In this case, the average

energy is

E2

NkBT
¼

1

2

-

#2e2 þ 1:2e#1:2

e2 þ e#1:2

.

þ
1

2

-

#:68e:68

e:68 þ 1

.

¼ #1:16:

In the second case, we align the regions so that a raft consisting of

SM in the outer leaf opposite PS in the inner leaf, is isolated from a sea

of PC in the outer leaf opposite PE in the inner. This is the configuration

favored by cholesterol, and we assume all the cholesterol is in the raft.

The product fj ¼ 1 in this region. The average energy per particle of

this system is

E1

NkBT
¼

-

#2e2 # 0:68e0:68

e2 þ e0:68

.

¼ #1:72:

Because the coupling energy per particle is #fjLn/kBT, L can be

estimated from the difference of these two energies: #2L/nkBT ¼ 1.72 #

(#1.16) or L/nkBT ¼ 0.28.
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